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1. Importance of your environment and VAKOG 

The connection to your world is your senses    

V Visual  Vision 

A Auditive  Listening 

K Kinästhetic  Touch / Feel 

O Olfactorially  Odour 

G Gustatoric  Taste 

And since all human beings are different, using different sense channels can make learning 

easier for you. So, ask yourself (V) Do I learn better with light or darkness around me? (AV) 

Video or Podcast? (V) Comics also help because the context is language-independent. You 

just have to understand the bubble content (A), better loud or quiet? Listening to music or 

silence? (K) warm or cold? (O) The smell of a scented candle gives me the peace to 

concentrate.  (G) Maybe candy helps me concentrate?  

 

2. Importance of your behavior 

Switch your mobile phone/ your computer to the German language. 

Some tutorials recommend an immersive Language Shower to inhale the sound of the new 

language (let it run when you are doing housekeeping etc. without listening for the details, 

maybe German fairytales or news. 

On the Internet, there are language partnerships on-site or online through which you can 

then learn a desired language with a person from the language area you want to learn.  

 

To be able to better learn the gender articles or other gender assignments that are not known 

in other languages, a teacher at the Grone School suggested drawing a picture of the term, 

writing the word underneath it, and hanging it on a wall that is assigned to the word gender, 

i.e., a male wall, a female wall, and a factual wall, all in one room.  

Paint a table, write “Der Tisch” under the pic, and glue it to a wall you call “the male wall “   

Read the subject matter aloud or quietly to yourself. 

 

Listen to German Music and follow the lyrics. Some good Musicians talk at a low speed, for 

example, Udo Lindenberg, Songs like Mein Ding, Durch die schweren Zeiten, Horizont, and 

also kids songs or special songs to learn German can help. 

 

In addition to B2, you also need knowledge of the specialist vocabulary of your profession. 

There are also YouTube videos on the topic of “Deutsch für die Pflege” 

 

This will be processed along the model of the Dilts-pyramid 

 

Please tell me about your experience ah@your-way.travel, I also would like to learn what 

works for you and know your experience. 
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